


Vintage Collection  from RTO 

RTO presents Vintage Collection: pincushions, miniature 
scissors, thimbles, seam rippers, needle cases, spool holders, 
retractable awls, tape measures, magnifying glasses, tatting 
shuttles, thread cutters... 

Everything for those who  appreciate antiquity and creativity!

Every woman  loves to surround herself with small pretty 
things. RTO vintage items can  become priceless as they can 
be used for needlework. These needlework tools can  serve you 
as a fancy decoration  or a useful device for work. Use them 
both ways if you have an  eye for beauty and like to  create.

* available while last stock
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Vintage Metal Bird Pincushion
(antique brass)

Pincushions took on many shapes. 
“Bird” is one of the most popular styles 

from the old times. 

VT-02

Magnetic Needle
Book Necklace
(antique brass)

VT-04

Needle Case
(red glass cylinder, antique brass)
Needle cases are some of most 
popular collectables amongst
vintage tools. Add this to your 
own  collection.

VT-03
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Vintage Spool Knave
(antique brass)

VT-06

Magnifying Lens
(antique brass)
A necessity when  working on  small and delicate 
projects. Attached to a necklace or a chatelaine for 
an  easy access. Lens is 3x magnification.

Needle Case
(antique brass)
In  Victorian  times,  needles were precious and 
not easily found. What a unique way of storing 
needles in  such attractive case.

VT-07

VT-08

Seam Ri pper
(antique brass)
A seamstresses’ notion basket was not 
complete without a seam ripper. As 
with most tools of this period,  function 
always had style and grace.

VT-05
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VT-10
Telescoping Awl
(antique brass)
Used to  start holes in thick 
and  stubborn materials.

VT-09
Small Thimble & Case
 (antique brass)
Thimble has always been 
collectable. This thimble of a 
unique design and with matching 
case would be a perfect piece in 
your collection.
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VT-27 
Pincushion & Threader 
( antique brass) 

VT-28 

Thread Cutter Pendant 
( antique brass) 

VT-30 

Scissors Case 
( antique brass) 

Tatting Shuttle 
( antique brass) 

VT-29 
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Art. 010502-1
Needlework Scissors

Art. 010504-3
Ножницы для рукоделия

Needlework Scissors

Art. 010513-0
Ножницы для рукоделия

Needlework Scissors

 Needlework Scissors

Art. 010508-5IN
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Pincushions shaped as antique furniture

Unique, original collection  of pincushions in  shapes of antique 
furniture decorated with laces. Each item – sofa or armchair –
is supplemented with vintage scissors. Together they make 
an  unusual, stylish set for needlework and a beautiful 
decoration  for one’s workplace, classroom or shop window.

Tenderness of fabric, exquisite patterns, subtle forms of quality
scissors – all this will add romance to  your work without
compromising the quality.

Pincusion
«Heart and Scissors»

VT-66

* available while last stock

* fabrics can be changed by the producer
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Pincusion
«Antique Armchair
and Scissors»

VT-69
Pincusion
«Antique Armchair
and Scissors»

VT-68



Pincusion
«Antique Iron
and Scissors»

VT-70
Pincusion
«Antique Armchair
and Scissors»
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Pincusion
«Antique Iron
and Scissors»
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 Mannequins

 Decorative vintage mannequins with openwork and laces,  in
 black-and-white or pale pink fabrics,  will revive the atmosphere
 of XIX century parlor in  your room. Scents,  flowers,  jewelry,
 lace,  latest fashions,  divas’ toilets, love stories and news of
high society – recreate the world for true women!

Pincusion «Mannequin»
7 x 7 x 28 cm

Pincusion «Mannequin»
7 x 7 x 28 cm

VT-60 VT-61

* available while last stock
* fabrics can be changed by the producer
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